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REFLECTIONS ON THE VALUE OF SPITIUALITY 
 

 This morning is our final Sunday in our month of exploring this church’s 
core values. We’ve been working off a list of our values identified by a number of 
you in earlier small group discussions. Values are assumptions or perspectives 
that guide our behavior as a church, either consciously or unconsciously, and get 
played out in large and small decisions. Your Discovery Team, which is working 
with me on these interim explorations around your identity and purpose as a 
church, collated all the input from these discussion. The values of Community, 
Love, Inclusivity and Spirituality rose to the top.   
 
 Today, I invite you to consider this rather vague and more contemporary 
word “spirituality.” It might seem odd that a Christian church would even have to 
speak that it values “spirituality.” Isn’t that what a church is about – things of the 
spirit, being spiritual, spirituality? The Discovery Team is quite interested in your 
thoughts about this value. I hope you will jot some notes on the enclosed card in 
your bulletin as I’m speaking, and place it one of the offering plates. If you can, 
join us for a few minutes after worship for some conversation about this value 
during Coffee Hour. We need your feedback. 
 
 I have noticed this value of spirituality popping up in other congregations 
when I have led interim periods in a similar values exploration process. Not 
unlike here, these have been fairly liberal and progressive churches, comprising 
a wide generational spread of people. I don’t have data to indicate which of these 
generations indicated that “spirituality” was an important value, as there are often 
5 or 6 generations within any vibrant congregation these days. But I have a 
hunch! I think spirituality was chosen by those who are the tail end of the Baby 
Boomer generation and younger. Spirituality, Spirit, Spiritual. Could this be 
because Boomers, Generation X and Millennials are getting more biblical? I’m 
not sure. 
 
 The Bible talks a lot about the Spirit of God and the work of the Spirit. The 
first creation narrative in Genesis speaks poetically of how “in the beginning 
when God created the heavens and earth, the earth was a formless void and 
darkness covered the face of the deep, while a mighty wind from God – the spirit 
of God – swept over the face of the waters.” Throughout the Hebrew Scriptures, 
our Old Testament, especially in the writings of the prophets, God’s Spirit is a 
generative, unsettling, even provocative presence. The New Testament Gospel 
writers speak of Jesus’ birth, baptism and ministry as being initiated, infused and 
guided by the Spirit. Near his death Jesus speaks of how the Spirit, the 



Advocate, the Comforter will come to his followers as the “Spirit of truth,” and 
teach them in all things. After Jesus is killed and later mysteriously encountered 
by his disciples, his followers are overwhelmed by a noisy infusion of the Spirit at 
on the festival Pentecost. This experience transforms them and compels them to 
share the Good News of the ongoing forgiving and transformative power of the 
risen Christ. The apostle Paul speaks of the fruits of the Spirit in our lives: love, 
joy, peace, kindness, self-control. He claims that the same Spirit works deep 
within us, changing us, even praying for us when we are stumped and don’t know 
what to say to God. The Spirit prays within us with “sighs too deep for words.”  
The words Spirit and spiritual are laced through the Bible. But there is no mention 
of the specific word “spirituality.”  
 
 So, I’m not sure younger generations today are specifically getting more 
biblical when they wax on about spirituality, although there are some overlaps 
that it will be important to identify. What’s happening out in our wider culture, 
particularly in younger generations, is that people have begun to make 
distinctions between spirituality and religion. I started noticing this first with the 
emergence of New Age writers and practitioners in the late 1970s, especially out 
on the West Coast where I lived at the time. In the late 1980s I left parish ministry 
and began working as a chaplain in a chemical dependency recovery unit of a 
hospital in Monterey County. As the reality of chemical dependency in our nation 
because less a moral stigma and better understood as a chronic disease that 
needed a lifetime of careful managing, more people were talking openly about 
the recovery process. Understanding and embracing the spiritual aspects of drug 
and alcohol addiction and the concept of a Higher Power was central to any 
recovery program using the methods of Alcohol Anonymous. Critical was being 
able to admit that you were not God and could not function solely on your own. 
Some kind of belief in and connection with an independent Higher Power was 
crucial to this process. You needed to learn to co-partner with some kind of 
Higher Power, spiritual entity – God as you understood God. All of which is 
essentially biblical, by the way.   
 
  It was in this context that I heard it first: “Well, Chaplain, I want you to 
know that I am spiritual but not religious.” Then, often with a distainful look on his 
or her face, the person would tell me emphatically: “Religion is for people who 
are afraid of hell, and spirituality is for people (like me) who have been there and 
back!” As I listened to people’s personal stories, again and again I heard how 
institutional religion had judged, shamed and failed these people. No wonder 
people wanted to be identified as spiritual but not religious. 
 
 One group that surveys our national religion scene, the Pew Religion and 
Public Life Survey, has been tracking these shifts among us for years. Their 2012 
survey indicated that 20% of Americans no longer maintain a religious affiliation, 
and this increases with the younger generations. But 37% of that group describes 
themselves as “spiritual but not religious.” The recently released 2015 Pew study 



shows an even sharper decline in the religiously affiliated, especially among 
Christians (May 15, 2015, America’s Changing Religious Landscape, at 
www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/). 
 

 There are a lot of people trying to make sense of all this from within the 
Christian church scene. I find one of the most helpful to be Diana Butler Bass, a 
historian of American religious history, active laywoman in the Episcopal church, 
author, and consultant to floundering churches and worried denominational 
leaders across the country. Her 2012 book, “Christianity After Religion: The End 
of Church and the Birth of a New Spiritual Awakening,” is still one of the best 
ways to understand the challenges faced by 21st Christianity. Butler Bass says 
that in the post-World War II period most Americans felt compelled to be part of a 
larger group for self-definition: a family, a church, a neighborhood, a national 
identity. Institutions were mostly trusted and people were used to joining. 
Oftentimes, “The what (of these choices) was assumed and the why was 
unnecessary.” Within the last three decades or so, this has been replaced by a 
new sense of what defines most people as a person. Individual authenticity 
comes from choices you make around self-fulfillment (p. 141-142). Everything 
that defines you is now a matter of choice in our consumer-focused culture: your 
home, clothes, job and your beliefs. In addition to dual-career families, increased 
economic pressures, changes in the way we raise kids, many people are less 
likely to look to a local church for a sense of who they are. 
 
 In her research with church members across the country, Diane Butler 
Bass found that many people associate the word spirituality with words like 
“inclusive,” “searching,” “transcendence, energy,” “wisdom,” “inner life.” There 
were also some less positive adjectives like “individualistic,” “self-centered,” and 
“lacking in an ethical compass or social justice focus.” But when the same groups 
were asked about the word religion, religion got the worse of it. Words like 
“outdated,” “rigid,” “hurtful,” “narrow,” “controlling” “rules,” “heirachy,” and “mean” 
were cited (Butler Bass, p. 68-69). “And these words came from people who 
were church members!” notes Butler Bass, adding that “no matter the region or 
denomination all the groups associated spirituality with experience and religion 
with institutions” (p. 70).  
 
 Younger people, in general, seem to see religion and churches as 
inflexible and judgemental. Many of them fully expect most churches to oppose 
Friday’s Supreme Court decision allowing for same sex-marriage. I have found 
that Gen X and Millennial individuals and families with children are often drawn 
first to the UCC because of its Open and Affirming stance. 
 
 And here is the crux, I think, of why “spirituality” has been identified as an 
increasingly central value. There is hunger among us, particularly in younger 
generations, for authentic experience of both inclusivity and mystery. There is an 
eagerness to explore authentic ways to connect with the divine, to God, 
ourselves and others. It’s not just about connecting with a community of people 



(sports and non-profit groups provide that well); it’s about connecting with God. 
There is a yearning for a sense of mystery and connection with the unseen. It is 
not that these individuals, myself included, reject all the accomplishments of the 
Enlightment with its focus on rational, linear thinking. Don’t think for a minute that 
this is an anti-scientific, or anti-evolution, stance among these younger, spiritual 
seekers.  
 
 And we have to offer them more than intellectual discussions about God. 
They are hungry for encounters with God and vulnerable discussions with others 
about how they are experiencing the movement of the Spirit in their lives. But I 
often find a hesitancy, an embarassment even, in liberal, progressive institutional 
churches when it comes to talking about the movement of the Spirit in individual 
lives and in the lives of the church as the Body of Christ. How might we 
encourage more vulnerable conversation among us here, about this tender, 
private and important dimension of our lives as Christians? 
 
 I think it will be quite interesting and fruitful to explore together what you 
mean by “spirituality.” For I have seen that to open more fully to the work of the 
Spirit is the key to revitalization of a congregation. May God’s Spirit continue to 
unsettle, disrupt, transform and guide us in the days ahead. Amen. 
 


